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ABSTRACT
Physical conditions in the radiating plasma in the coresof radio-strong
quasarsand active galactic nuclei cannot be derived from observationsun-
til the effects of relativistic aberration are understood. This requires de-
termining both the bulk flow speedsand any wave or signal speedin the
parsec-scalenuclearjets. In this project westudied severalaspectsof such
waves.
We considered constraints on jet deceleration by mass pickup, and found
that bolometric luminosities of the active nuclei cannot constrain core jet
speeds usefully. We also simulated observations of ballistic, helical trajec-
tories and helical waves moving directly outwards along the jet. We found
that ballistic trajectories are not allowed by the data; the helical features
seen are very likely to be helical waves.
We believe these are waves propagating in the jet plasma. To this end, we
studied waves propagating in relativistic pair plasma jets. In particular,
we undertook a program whose goal was to determine the nature of waves
which can propagate in relativistic pair plasmas, and how such waves prop-
agating in streaming jet plasma would be observed by an external observer.
We developed the possibility of using pulsars as test cases for our models;
this takes advantage of new technology in pulsar observations, and the sim-
ilarity of the physical conditions in the pulsar magnetosphere to the dense,
relativistic pair plasmas which exist in radio-strong quasars.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The nuclear plasma in radio-strong quasars and active nuclei is probably dominated
by relativistic electrons and positrons, and is also likely to be strongly magnetized. We
have suggested previously that an important distinction between radio-strong and radio-
weak objects is the strength of the nuclear magnetic field. Strong fields can confine and
accelerate the plasma into a relativistic j_t outflow; in addition strong fields lead to rapid
radiative energy losses, so that in situ acceleration of the particles must be taking place.
Thus, our previous results on thermalization of the pair-photon spectra are likely to be
dramatically changed in the strong-field situation.
In order to extend our previous work to the strong-field case, basic parameters
(such as density and pressure) of the nuclear plasma must be estimated. In the non-
magnetized case, where there is no compelling reason to introduce relativistic beaming
or strong anisotropy, the observed photon spectra and inferred sizes can be interpreted
straightforwardly in terms of these basic plasma parameters. However, emission from the
radio-strong sources is likely to be highly anisotropic, due to directed relativistic motion of
the emitting plasma. We must understand the nature of the flow, and its effect on observed
emission, in order to interpret the observations in terms of these same basic parameters.
We do not believe the nature of the flow is well understood; but new VLB images of pc-
scale jets (PSJ) in radio-strong sources will make possible a more detailed study of this
flow field than had been justified before.
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Most previousmodelsof thesejets assumedthejets contained a uniform plasmaflow,
at somespeedv b =/3bC (with associated Lorentz factor 3'b; for instance, Khnigl 1981). An
observed at an angle 0 to the flow sees the comoving flux density enhanced by a factor
_(2+a) if 6(0) = [%(1- 3b cos 0)] -1 and a is the spectral index of the radiation. (For
unresolved features, this becomes 6(3+a)). This can lead to a strong enhancement of the
emission, for small angles and high speeds ("Doppler boosting"). In addition, Observed
jets are not uniform, but rather have bright "knots", which have been modelled as shocks
moving at some unspecified speed relative to the flow (for instance, Hughes et al. 1985,
Marscher and Gear 1985). If the net speed of the feature is vs, the same observer sees an
apparent transverse motion of the feature, Yapp = _s sin0/[1 - 13s cos0]. For 0 << 1 and
3's >> l, /_app > 1 is possible; this is "superluminal motion".
These simple models have had good success in describing distributions of apparent
velocities, and in predicting Compton-scattered X-ray and "),-ray fluxes from radio-strong
nuclei. However, recent VLB images (for instance, Wilkinson et al. 1990; Readhead et al.
1990) show more complex structure; the evidence now is that the emission comes from
helical features which seem to lie close to the jet surface. Thus, the flows are not uniform,
nor do simple shocks seem able to describe the features. Some authors have suggested the
helical tracks are ballistic trajectories; to us they suggest helical waves propagating along
the jet, at some flw,'_w relative to the jet plasma. The possibility of waves is important,
as the Doppler boosting factor (,,_ 7b) and the apparent velocity factor (,v %'_w) are no
longer the same. One aspect of the work described in this Report involved testing these
two different pictures; we found that helical waves are
In addition, if the flows are nonuniform, we might also wonder if they really maintain
a constant flow speed. Both acceleration (in a wind-like regime) and deceleration (due to
mass pickup) are possible in principle; one might expect initial acceleration, out to some
point where mass pickup dominates and the flow slows down. One aspect of this question
involves how the pc-scale jets connect to the larger, kpc-scale jets (KS J) which also exist
in these objects. There are several indirect arguments which suggest the large-scale jets
are moving subrelativistically; some authors have suggested such deceleration would dump
large amounts of kinetic energy into the surrounding medium, which would be detectable.
Our work during the period which this Report covers addressed some basic aspects of
possible flow fields and wave motions in the PSJs, and their consequences for observations.
We studied ways in which existing observations can be used to determine the flow speed
(which is critical in connecting observed luminosity to comoving densities and energies). In
particular, we studied the nature of wave motion in relativistic jet plasmas_, Electrodynamic
models of the origin of the jet (Lovelace, Wang & Sulkanen 1987; Wang, Sulkanen &
Solvelace 1990), in addition to our previous work on weak-field nuclei, strongly suggest the
jet material is a pair plasma, at least on parsec scales. To gain insight, we exploited the
similarity of this environment to that in pulsar polar caps. The pulsar situation is probably
more extreme than in PSJ's, but it has also been better studied, and we therefore developed
results and techniques for the pulsar problem which we anticipate can also be used for the
PSJ problem.
I. DECELERATING RELATIVISTIC PC-SCALE JETS
The goal of this part of the work was to determine whether simple energetic consid-
erations, used in conjunction with observations of active nuclei, can constrain the bulk flow
speed in PSJ. In particular, superluminal PSJ generally connect to larger-scale KSJ. Sim-
ple models of the PSJ assume relativistic bulk flow speeds, as discussed above. However,
several arguments suggest that flow speeds in the KSJ are subluminah the two-sidedness
of the KS J, the bends and wiggles seen in some, and the detection of subluminal proper
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motion of features in M87 (Biretta et al. 1989) all suggest that flow speeds are << c in >
kpc scales. If both inferences are correct, then the jets must decelerate between pc and kpc
scales. They probably do this by mass pickup, which conserves momentum flux (climbing
out of the galaxy's potential well will provide only a small momentum flux change, and
can be ignored to first order). In this case, the jets must lose kinetic energy in the decel-
eration; several authors have suggested that this "lost" kinetic energy would be absorbed
by the ambient medium, and be observable (or, in fact, violate observable limits) in other
frequency bands.
We used basic energetics to investigate this idea. We anticipated that this work might
provide constraints on the bulk % in the jets, which would constrain the contribution of
the % to the superluminal signal speed, and thus require large wave speeds. However, we
found that the constraints are not very severe; 7b :>> 1 cannot be ruled out.
The analysis starts with general expressions for mass, momentum and energy fluxes in
a jet with cross-section A, density p, pressure p, and speed v = _c (for instance, Weinberg
1972, or Landau and Lifshitz 1959). The mass flux through A is
S = 7pcA ; (1)
the momentum flux is
II = _2A + p
and the "usable" energy flux (omitting a pc 2 term) is
(2)
L='7/3cA[(7-1)pc2+F-_"/p ] (3)
If gravitational effects are small (which will hold if the jet plasma is internally relativistic
in the core), deceleration will take place at constant momentum flux. If we label the core
jet by "c" and the kpc-scale jet by "j", the mass flux ratio will be
sj = Z ac(1 + (4)
Sc 9j,gj ( 1 + ej )
whe_'e we have defined
The energy flux ratio will be
F p
F -- 1 pc 2"
L_j_j= #_c (1 + ej - 1/#j) (1 + ec)
Lc @ (l+ej) (l+ec- 1/Vc)
(5)
These relations were investigated algebraically and numerically. We gain tlle most
insight by considering the limit of a relativistic core jet: /9c ---+ 1, 7c >> 1. Then, (5)
simplifies to
~ + - (6)
Lc - (1+
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Two conclusions follow directly. First, if the KSJ is cold (that is, ej << 1) and slow
(bj << 1), then Lj/Lc _-/3j/2 and, indeed, nearly all of the energy flux is "lost" from the
jet. However, if ttie KSJ is a bit warm, this need not be the case: Lj = Lc if the internal
energy of the KSJ satisfies
- "_ 1 + _j (7)
This condition is only a very weak constraint on the KSJ; an internally warm jet can
account for all of the "lost" kinetic energy, and can also be consistent with observational
constraints on KSJ. The reason this condition is not more severe, is the large amount of
mass that must be entrained to decelrate the jet. In the same limit of a relativistic core
jet, a slow KSJ and the internal energy from (7), (4) becomes
S/" "To(1 + ee)
Sc (s)
which can be quite large; ,.,¢j >> Sc, and the "lost" kinetic energy is distributed over a
much larger number of particles, keeping ej low.
Thus, this analysis found that slow speeds, fij << 1, in KSJ do not put any severe
constraints on core jet bulk flow speeds: 7c >> 1 is consistent with energetics and bolo-
metric observations of active nuclei. Further analysis will be needed to determine if the
high entrainment rate in (8) can actually be met in real galaxies.
To summarize: we found that the constraints on jet deceleration are not very severe.
If the t(SJ is cold (that is, pj << pjc2), then the energy fluxes at PSJ and KSJ scales
are related by Lj/Lc _- flj/2. In this limit most of the kinetic energy of the PSJ is
indeed "lost"; presumably it has been dumped into the local ISM, which must reradiate
it in some other band. This extra luminosity from the core region should be detectable;
thus, decelerated PSJ's cannot connect with cold KSJ's. On the other hand, if the KSJ
is "warm" (needing only pj/pjc 2 _-- /3j for /3j subrelativistic), the KSJ energy flux satisfies
Lj _-- Lc. Thus, relativistic PSJ's can connect to "warm KSJ's; there is no lost energy to
be reradiated from the nuclear ISM.
II. SIGNATURES OF HELICAL TRAJECTORIES AND HELICAL WAVES
The goal of this part of the work was to determine the observable signatures of
different velocity and magnetic field configurations. In particular we concentrated on
ballistic, helical trajectories and on helical waves. Helical trajectories include significant
velocity components around the jet as well as along the jet; we also assume the magnetic
field follows the helical pattern. Helical waves can have significant transverse magnetic
field components, but are assumed to move directly out along the jet, without significant
"rotation".
We address three observable quantities: the synchrotron surface brightness, the linear
polarization of the radiation, and the apparent velocity in the plane of the sky. These
quantities are measurable with current techniques (for instance, Cawthorne 1991). The
surface brightness tends to be slightly limb brightened, and to show helical patterns; the jets
are close to symmetric about their center line. VLB polarization has only been measured at
fairly low resolution thus far; jets in radio-strong quasars show polarized E vectors across
the jet (inferring a projected magnetic field along the jet), while those in BLLac objects
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show E vectors along the jet (inferring a projected B field across the jet). Superluminal
motion is common in PSJ's, with/3app ,'- a few, and is always seen to be directed away
from the (unresolved) core.
We find that both the emissivity and the apparent transverse velocity are very sen-
sitive to the angle between the true velocity vector and the line of sight. This sensitivity
means that the ballistic and wave models make quite different predictions for these ob-
servable quantities.
A. The Calculation
We consider a conical jet, of opening angle Omax; the line of sight makes an angle c_
with the jet axis. We work in Cartesian coordinates; _ and 5' point across the jet; $ = f¢x 5,
points along the jet axis. The line of sight, in this coordinate system, is
fi = (- sin o_, O, cos a) (9)
In polar coordinates, the jet can have a velocity field v = (v,., 0, v¢) and a magnetic field
t3 = (Br, 0,/)¢) (specified in the comoving frame). Converting to Cartesian coordinates
and defining v = tic, we get
( y x x yvrZ)v = vee_ + v,,-,r v¢-_ + v_-,r
= c(_., &, _z)
(10a)
and
B = O-_ + B,'7,B¢- _ + B.-,B,.r (lOb)
= (B_, B v, Bz)
if R= (x 2+92) 1/2 andr = (x 2+92+z2) 1/2.
We have written a numerical code to calculate the surface brightness (in total and
polarized synchrotron emission) and also the emissivity-weighted apparent velocity, as a
function of position across the jet. In order to simulate limb-brightened jets, we assume
the radiating electrons only exist in the outer 10% of the jet, so that the emission is
limited to the surface layer; other than this, we have not yet included any variation with
jet radius. (The numerical code is fully general, however, and can handle inhomogeneous
jets). We also choose an axisymmetric jet; however the results, discussed below, can easily
be interpreted in terms of the observable signatures of a helical flow or wave pattern, as
we will show.
To find the apparent velocity, we start with the general expression,
fix(v xfi) (11)
Vob,= (1 - v . f,/c)
and find the component which lies in the plane of the sky. After some algebra, we find the
apparent velocity along the jet is,
/3z cos oe +/3z sin a
/3app'II = 1 + fix sin a -/3z cos a (12)
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while that across the jet is,
(13)
/3app'-I- = 1 + 13x sin c_ -/3z cos c_
We calculate 13app,][ and/3app,.l - at each point along the sight, weighted by the local emis-
sivity; integrating along the line of sight gives the observed transverse velocity.
To find the total and polarized emissivities, we need to evaluate the source functions
for the Stokes I, Q and U parameters at each point along the line of sight. We first
transform ]] to the observer's frame, B (using standard Lorentz transforms), and express
B in Cartesian components. This gives, for the ith component,
(14)
if _, is a unit vector along v. We then find the component of B which lies in the plane of
the sky,
B± = IBx + sin a (Bz cos a - Bx sin a),
By, Bz - cos a (Bz cos c_ - Bx sin c_)]
I
( 15)
= (B±x, B±y, B±..)
Finally, we split B± into components along (BQ) and across (Bu) the projected jet axis:
BQ = B±z cos o_ + B±x sin o_
B U = BLy
(16)
From these, and using the Doppler factor
1 1
= = (17)
- v. fi/c) 7(1-/3z.sin -Z:cosa)
we get the source flmctions for the I, Q and U Stokes parameters:
S I = ne B__ +1)/2_(s+3)/2
SO = _rslB_ - B_
BQBu
S U = rcS1 B2±
(18)
where 7r = (s + 1)/(s + 7/3), and we have assumed the electron distribution function is a
power law in energy, n(E) o( E -s.
B. Results
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Using this code, we simulated the observables that would be seen in helical, ballistic
trajectories and in helical waves propagating radially out along the jet. All runs reported
here had/_ = .998, 7 = 15.8, and a jet opening angle Omax -- 5%
Helical, ballistic trajectories can be represented by an axisymmetric jet in which
the velocity field has both Vr and v¢ components. We simulated cases with pitch angles
(Xv = tan-l(v¢/vr)) of 10 ° and 45 °, with viewing angles a from 6 ° to 30 °. These runs
showed that helical trajectories cannot describe the data. Doppler boosting combined
with the helical velocity component produces very strong limb brightening on one side
(the approaching side) of the jet; this as not seen in the data. In addition, all runs for the
t'v = 45 ° case and runs with a < 10 ° for the Xv = 10 ° case show flapp < O, meaning that
features in the jet would appear to approach the core rather than move away from it. This
is also not seen in the data. Thus, these simple models establish that the helical patterns
seen in the PSJ are not due to true helical motion of luminous matter.
Helical waves can be represented by an axisymmetric jet in which the velocity field is
radial (re = 0), but in which the magnetic field has both components. This would repre-
sent, for instance, a helical wave in which the field follows the perturbation. We simulated
cases with magnetic field pitch angles XB = 20°, 45° and 75 °. The surface brightness
was found either to be limb brightened (at high viewing angles) or center brightened (at
lower viewing angles), but within acceptable limits, and to be close to symmetric across
the projected jet axis. The apparent velocities were always outward, again consistent with
observations. Only the low magnetic pitch angles had E vectors across the jet (giving an
inferred B field along the jet); higher XB models tended to have the inferred B across the
jet. Thus, these models suggest that helical waves are consistent with PSJ observations,
and further that the distinction between radio-strong quasars and BLLac objects may be
as simple as the pitch angle of the jet magnetic field.
To summarize: we found that ballistic, helical motions cannot reproduce the obser-
vations. Relativistic aberration produces strong limb brightening on only one side of the
jet; this is due to the asymmetries in the velocity field across the jet. This i._ not seen in
the data. In addition, some combinations of helix pitch angle and line of sight angle lead
to negative apparent velocities; the trajectories appear to approach the core. Again, this
is not seen. Thus, we conclude that helical ballistic trajectories do not work.
Helical waves, on the other hand, do seem to work. Our simulations found the
surface brightness to be either limb brightened, or center brightned (depending on helix
and viewing angle), but within ranges consistent with the data. The apparent velocities are
always outward, again consistetlt with observations. Varying the helix pitch angle can give
either parallel or perpendicular projected B fields, possibly accounting for the QSR/BLL
difference. Thus, these simulations strongly suggest that helical waves are the explanation
of the observed structure in PSJ's.
III. WAVE MODES IN RELATIVISTIC PAIR JETS
We find that the helical PSJ features are very likely to be wave modes; they cannot
be due to helical, ballistic motion. Thus, we need to understand what wave modes are
possible in pair jets, and to determine their propagation speeds. In particular, we want to
determine the relation of the possible modes, and their velocities, to the plasma density,
internal energy, magnetic field, and streaming speed. While one would like to study the
propagation (and stability) of general helical modes in a cylindrical or expanding jet, it is
simpler to begin by considering waves in a uniform, homogenous medium. This has been
our approach: to decouple the plasma-dependent results from results dependent on the
specific geometry.
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A. Low Frequency Modes in the PSJ Plasma
We started with the strongly magnetized limit: B 2 >> 8rrUe, if Ue = f f(/3)_mec2d3
is the internal energy density, due to a distribution function f(;3). In terms of fundamen-
tal frequencies, this is the limit w B >> Wp (the cyclotron frequency much larger than
the plasma frequency; both defined for a relativistic pair plasma). We considered a pair
plasma moving at a bulk streaming speed (;3o, 70). We also assumed the plasma is strongly
anisotropic: ;3£ <</3[[. This situation is similar to that considered in pulsar polar caps,
although the conditions in PSJs are probably less extreme. Thus, we can start with work
already done for the pulsar situation. The waves most likely to be relevant to large-scale
modes in PSJ's are transverse waves; the ones which become Alfven or magnetosonic
modes in cooler, everyday plasmas. To describe these waves in a cold, streaming plasma
(f(/3) = foil(;3 - ;30)), we use the dispersion relation given by Arons and Barnard (1986):
Here, n = ck/_z is the index of refraction; tt = cos 0 is the cosine of the propagation angle,
and Rp 2 2 2= Wp/7oaJ where Wp is the cold plasma frequency: w2p = 4rcne2/me. This also
describes waves in a warm, streaming plasma with a boxcar distribution, f(7) = fo for
/30 </3 < _m, if ;3m - ;30 < < ;30 and 70 > 1.
We find that this system has two low-frequency solutions (Rp >> 1). We solve for
nil = n# (which gives the phase velocity), the group velocity (/3v,Tg), and the possibility
of refraction (determined by comparing vg,±/Vg,I I to r. One solution is the "slow mode",
with parallel index of refraction, dispersion relation and group velocity Lorentz factor
nil "" 1 + --
r2
87_Rp
w _ ckl[ 1 87_R p
4_2Rp 4w_
T -- rTw 2
(20)
We have defined r = tan0. This mode refracts: Vg,±/Vg,[[ <<4". Thus, it bends toward
the field direction as it propagates. It has a near-lightlike relation between w and k, as do
Alfvenic waves in the strongly magnetized limit. In addition, 7g >> 2o for typical PSJ
parameters: these waves will "run ahead" of the jet plasma, and give strong superluminal
motion even in slow jets.
The second solution is the "very slow" mode, with
R1/2
P
nil-_ r2)1/2/3o(1 +
/3o(1 + T2) 1/2
w cL,ii R /2
(1+r2) t/27g -_ 7 I +')'27"2
(21)
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This mode has vg,.l./Vg,i I __ r; it is not refractive. It has k nearly independent of ,_;
3/2
k __ wp/7o c, to leading order (although it is also a transverse mode). It moves subrel-
ativistically relative to the jet plasma; observed signal speeds from these waves will be
essentially that of the underlying jet flow.
Thus, we find a very slow mode which essentially rides along with the streaming
plasma (that is, its velocity relative to the comoving frame is subrelativistic). We also
find a slightly slow mode, which propagates relativistically in the comoving frame; if this
mode is related to the observed PSJ signals, their apperent transverse velocity cannot be
identified with the streaming speed of the plasma.
B. Wave Modes in Pulsar Polar Caps, and Observational Tests
In the past year, we have extended this theory to describe waves at all possible
frequencies in the pair plasma. We have also applied our theory to observational tests in
the pulsar polar cap. Results from this work are in two preprints, Eilek (1996) and Eilek
& Weatherall (1996).
We used our previous approach to find ordinary-mode solutions at all frequencies
(Eilek 1996). That is, we found the modes in the comoving frame, where the dispersion
relation is simple, and Lorentz-transformed them to the lab frame. This desribes waves,
as seen in the lab frame, propagating in a cold, relativistically streaming pair plasma; it
is consistent with the results of Arons & Barnard (1986). The critical scaling frequency is
wp, the local plasma frequency (we are still in the limit ",p << ",B _ _). We found that
quite low frequencies, ", < ",p/73/2, are always subluminal, and also refractive; that is,
their energy tends to flow along the local magnetic field. These low freqeuencies include
the slightly slow mode, with parallel index of refraction nil "-" 1 + r2gw2/(8",'2p, and tile very
slow mode, with nil __ ",p/[73/2",(1 + r2)]. These modes are likely to be the most relevant
to large-scale PSJ features.
High frequencies, ", > ",p/73/2, however, can be either subluminal and refractive,
or superluminal and not refractive. The difference depends on whether the frequency
and propagation angle (relative to B) in question transform to sub- or superluminal in
the comoving frame. In addition, the index of refraction, n = ck/",, for frequencies ", >
_,p/._3/2 moving at small angles to B shows an unusual frequency dependence. The common
frequency dependence - for cold plasma in its rest frame, and for most mid-range and higher
frequencies and most angles in the lab frame - is In - 11 _ 1/", 2. However, these mid-
fl'equency, small-angle waves obey In- 11 _ 1/-,; this leads to observable effects which may
be used to test this theory.
How can such a calculation be tested? In this case, the question is, do these modes
exist in pair plasmas, and if so are they the dominant ones? We propose using new-
technology pulsar radio observations to answer this question, at least for pulsars. As stated
above, the similarity of the pulsar and PSJ plasma environments make it reasonable to
consider pulsars as another laboratory in which to test the microphysics of PSJ's. Both
observational tests described below require high time resolution (,-- 10's of nsec), and an
intrinsically narrow pulse in time. Pulsars satisfy the latter, and new technology allows
the former; tests on pulsars may allow, by inference, conclusions to be drawn about PSJ's.
The flatter frequency dependence of nil for mid-range, low-angle modes makes such
a test possible. We have calculated two easily observable quantities for these modes (Eilek
1996). The group velocity determines the dispersion measure - the dependence of pulse
arrival time on frequency. The index of refraction itself determines the temporal broadening
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of a signal, due to turbulent fluctuations in the signal path (Lee _ Jokipii 1975). We find
that both of these have different frequency dependences than produced by the usual cold,
unmagnetized ISM plasma. In particular, the pulse arrival time changes with frequency as
dtp( ) 72 [Rmo,
/ (92)
J Fem 0.2 2 C
and the pulse width obeys
tD _-- 32a-5/2 c qo @w 2 ik--_- j (23)
Here, Wp7 = w/73/2, D is the polar cap thickness, z is the distance to the pulsar, n is the
pair plasma density, and qt, qo are the turbulent wavenumbers, perpendicular and parallel
to B. Both of these results show a flatter frequency dependence than the usual ISM signal
(which has dtp/dw oc 1/w 3, and t De¢ l/w4).
Thus, we predict both signals should be detectable from the pulsar polar cap. and in
particular should be separable from ISM effects, due to their flatter frequency dependence.
Detection of these effects will confirm that these modes are, indeed, important in the pulsar
magnetospheric plasma. There is a further observational test possible. Pulsars show tv¢o
types of emission region geometries: core pulsars have a filled, low-altitude cone of emission,
while conal pulsars show emission only from the edges of a cone, and at somewhat higher
altitudes (Rankin 1990). Pulsar polar cap theory, applied straightforwardly, predicts that
only young pulsars should show strong pair cascades; these coincide surprisingly well with
pulsars seen to have core emission. Conversely, conal pulsars are old ones, which the theory
predicts should not have pair cascades. Since the amplitude of dtp/dw and t D both depend
on the pair density, we predict the relatively low density emission regions of conal pulsars
should not show these effects (Weatherall & Eilek 1996).
C. Wave Modes in the PSJ Plasma: Finite Magnetic Field Effects
We next extended our analysis to include effects of a finite magnetic field. This
of course complicates the system significantly. We again assumed a charge neutral pair
plasma. In this work we retained terms in the inverse cyclotron frequency, and we also
allowed relative streaming, (parallel to the magnetic field, at /3o = Vo/C) between the
electrons and the positrons (for instance, as would be induced by an electric field, and net
current, in the jet).
We used standard plasma techniques to derive a general system of equations for the
wave electric fields:
MxxEx + M._.yEy + MxzEz = 0
]_]yx E:c + l_IyyEy + ._]yz Ez = 0 (24)
MzxEx + MzyEy + MzzEz = 0
where the -_lij terms are standard components of the dispersion tensor. We note that this
equation can be solved (in principle, when solutions exist) for the polarization (defined
relative to the propagation direction, k)
i Ea ( EzIIP -- --_b -- i c°s O Ey tan 0 (25)
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and that lip ,-- 1 describes circular polarization, while rip << 1 or lip >> 1 describe linear
polarization. We evaluated the Mij tensor for cold, streaming pair plasmas, in the limit
_,a3p << f_ (strong but finite magnetic field), and found general dispersion solutions. We
carried out the basic calculations in the comoving frame, and then transformed results to
the observer's frame (assuming the plasma has a bulk velocity 7, for instance the flow speed
of the jet.) We found that the comoving plasma frequency can be used to delinate solutions.
We put primes on quantities measured in the comoving frame, and leave observer-frame
quantities unprimed.
High Frequency, a,, >> wp (comoving). In this limit, waves exist and propagate at all
angles. We find that the waves are circularly polarized if (in the CMF)
2_ /3o
w >> Wp _ CP if 72 << t2"---_ (26)
Transformed to the lab flame, this describes the condition for circularly polarized waves:
, r2 w A7 (27)
w >> cop :, CP if << f/o 874
Low Frequency, w << wp (comoving). In this limit, waves propagate only at small angles:
r2 <_1 +rp_4A2 (1 4A2)
rp
(2s)
and they are again significantly circularly polarized at small angles:
<< _p _ CP if 72 << ¢zQ--_ (29)
Transforming this to the observer's frame, the condition for circular polarization is
_ r2 wp2A7
a_ << czp _ CP if << Wf_o 7 3 (30)
We note that angles transform as r _ rl/27.
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